This note is an announcement of four theorems I proved in [5]-[9] on the isomorphisms of the linear, symplectic, and unitary congruence groups. A sketch of the proofs is given.
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TSp n (M; a) be the group generated by all transvections in SP n (M; a).
We say a group A is a linear congruence group if GL n (ikf)DA Z)TL n (M; a). We will call A a symplectic congruence group if
Sp n (M)DADTSp n (M;a).
Let
UUMJ, a) = £/ n (M, ƒ, a)nSL n (V)
and let T n (M, ƒ, a) be the group generated by all transvections in U n (M, ƒ, a). We say a group A is a unitary congruence group if C7 n (M,/)DADr tt (M,/,a).
Projective congruence groups. Now let A be any one of the above linear, symplectic, or unitary congruence groups. The projective congruence group corresponding to A is the group 5, the image of A under the -map of GL n ( V) onto PGL n (V). Now consider an automorphism A of 5. Assume n ^ 3 in the linear case, n^6 in the symplectic case, and that char F7*2 and f(x, y) has Witt index at least 3 in the unitary case. Using group-theoretical properties of the double centralizer of a projective-transvection, in ail cases (linear, symplectic or unitary) we are able to grouptheoretically distinguish the projective transvections in Â from the other transformations of A. From this it follows that A maps any projective transvection to a projective transvection again.
If A is a linear congruence group we then obtain a bijection of the set of lines and hyperplanes of V such that either the set of lines is mapped onto the set of lines or the set of lines is mapped onto the set of hyperplanes. In either case we have a bijection which satisfies the hypothesis of the fundamental theorem of projective geometry and therefore the bijection is induced identically from either a semilinear isomorphism g of V onto F or a semilinear isomorphism h of V onto its dual V'. It then follows that either Aôr= (gag~l)"~ for all crG^, or that Aâ = (hr l <xh)-for all ££A.
If A is a symplectie congruence group the automorphism A induces a bijection of the set of lines of V onto itself. We may again apply the fundamental theorem, conclude the bijection is induced from a semilinear isomorphism g of V onto V and then show Acr= (g^HT 1 )* -* VcrÇÂ. In fact g is a symplectie semisimilitude; that is B(gx } gy) -\B (x, y) u for all x, y in V where B(x, y) is the alternating bilinear form defined on V, X is a scalar in F independent of x and y, and w is the field automorphism associated with the semilinear map g.
Finally if A is a unitary congruence group, the automorphism A of A again maps projective transvections to projective transvections and so we obtain a bijection of the set of isotropic lines of V onto itself. Extending this bijection to all the lines of V and again applying the fundamental theorem of projective geometry, we show Aâ = (gag~~1)"" VcrÇÂ where g is some semilinear isomorphism of F onto V. As in the symplectie case one easily sees g is a unitary semisimilitude. That is, f(g x * gy) == V(*> y) u f°r all x > y m V with ^ a scalar in F, u the field automorphism of g, and f(x, y) the hermitian form.
Having determined all the automorphisms of the projective congruence groups, we obtain as corollaries (under the same assumptions as above )the following three theorems. Isomorphisms between congruence groups of different types. Now let Ai and A 2 be any two of the above congruence groups of different type ; (i.e., Ai a linear congruence group and A2 a symplectic congruence group, or Ai a unitary congruence group and A 2 • • • etc.). Let the associated integral domains involved all have characteristic not 2, let all dimensions involved be at least 6, and when Ai is a unitary congruence group suppose the hermitian form has index at least 3.
Lei A be an isomorphism of Ai onto Â2. Again we show the transvections in Ai possess group theoretical properties no other transformations in A 2 enjoy except the transvections. It follows the isomorphism A maps projective transvections to projective transvections. So we have a bijection between the lines in the underlying vector spaces of Ai and Â 2 . This time since these two vector spaces possess radically different geometries, the existence of such a bijection leads to a geometrical contradiction. Thus Ai and S 2 cannot be isomorphic; this in turn clearly implies Ai and A 2 cannot be isomorphic. Thus (under the assumptions above) we prove
